Introduction
The demand for large-scale rechargeable batteries in the application of electric vehicles and smart grids has been growing rapidly in the past few years. Higher energy density combined with long cycle life and high safety is one of the key requirements in these applications. Lithium nickel-manganese-cobalt oxide (NMC) cathode material is considered to be a promising candidate for high-energy-density batteries, due to their larger theoretical specific capacity (≈260 mAh·g −1 ) compared to oli- [4] . Electronic structure studies have shown that NMC consists of Ni 2+ , Mn 4+ and Co 3+ in the as-made materials [5] [6] [7] [8] . Ni 2+ will be oxidized to Ni 4+ during the initial stages of charging, while Co 3+ will be oxidized to Co 4+ in the higher voltage range. Mn 4+ remains inactive throughout normal charging and provides structural stability. The NMC electrode has a similar or higher achievable specific capacity compared to LiCoO 2 when cycled in the potential window of 2.5-4.3 V. Advantageously, the cycling ability of the NMC electrode is better than that for LiCoO 2 due to its higher thermal stability [9, 10] . A lot of research has been carried out to investigate the degradation mechanisms of NMC batteries [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Generally, Li immobilization in the Solid-Electrolyte-Interface (SEI) at the graphite electrode is considered to be the main origin of the battery capacity losses [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . The cathode material decay becomes significant under severe aging conditions, e.g. at high temperature, using high (dis)charge currents and upon overcharging [30] [31] [32] [33] . The degradation mechanism of NMC electrode is still under discussion. It is well known that the NMC material experiences a phase transition from the rhombohedral space group R m 3 (initial "O3" phase) to the monoclinic space group C2/m ("O1" phase) when the charge voltage is beyond 4.4 V vs Li + /Li [14] .
The "O1" Li y Ni 1/3 Co 1/3 Mn 1/3 O 2 phase has been clearly observed at ≈ y 0.3 [34] . Cycling above this phase transition voltage (> 4.4 V) will lead to a faster capacity decay of the cathode. High currents [9] and voltages [1] are believed to be more detrimental to cause such distortion at the surface of these materials. Metal dissolution from the NMC electrode in acidic solutions (LiPF 6 based electrolytes) and at high temperatures has also been reported [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Metal dissolution occurs at various Stateof-Charge (SoC) and is therefore considered a common degradation phenomenon.
In the present work, the aging mechanisms of NMC(111) batteries under various cycling currents and temperatures have been investigated. The irreversible capacity losses, as determined from extrapolated EMF curves, are discussed. Graphite degradation and electrode voltage slippage are unraveled by voltage derivative analyses. Cathode dissolution and subsequent metal ion deposition at the anode is confirmed by XPS analyses. Moreover, the composition of the CathodeElectrolyte-Interface (CEI) layer formed at the cathode is investigated by XPS. Finally, the cathode degradation mechanisms are proposed.
Experimental

Cycling experiments
For the cycling experiments a set of cylindrical NMC (ANR18650) 2.2 A h Li-ion batteries has been investigated. The electrochemical experiments were carried out with a Maccor automatic cycling equipment. The batteries, subjected to the cycling experiments, were kept in climate chambers in order to control the temperature at 40 and 60°C.
Before conducting the cycling experiments all batteries were activated for 5 cycles and characterization cycles were subsequently carried out at 40 and 60°C, corresponding to the cycling temperatures, in order to derive the electromotive force (EMF) curves. During characterization all batteries were charged in the constant-current constant-voltage (CCCV) mode. A 0.5 C charging rate was used in the CC-mode followed by CV charging at 4.2 V during 1 h. The batteries were then discharged at various constant currents (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0 C-rates) in the subsequent cycles, using a cut-off voltage of 3.0 V. On the basis of these sets of discharge curves, the EMF was extracted by mathematical extrapolation. Details of the EMF estimation can be found in our previous publications [27, 29, [41] [42] [43] .
After the characterization process has been completed all batteries were cycled under various conditions summarized in Table 1 . The second column shows the various (dis)charging currents and the last column shows the duration of each cycle. Since the cycling time of each cycle is strongly dependent on the current, the duration of each cycle varies in different experiments. Note that the actual duration of each cycle for a given discharge current is also varying due to the decreasing battery capacity upon cycling, as is indicated by the duration range indicated in Table 1 . All batteries were regularly re-characterized after approximately every 20 days.
XPS measurements
In order to investigate the degradation mechanisms of both the anode and cathode upon cycling, X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) have been carried out on both the graphite and NMC electrodes, dismantled from the batteries after cycling under the various conditions. The batteries were fully discharged at a 0.5 C-rate before opening in an Argon glove box, and small pieces of the electrodes were cut and rinsed by pure solvent (Dimethyl Carbonate). The samples were transferred to the XPS equipment in a closed container in order to reduce the influence of moisture and air. XPS analyses were carried out on a Quantum 2000 ESCA spectrometer (Physical Electronics, USA), using an Al K α monochromatic irradiation (1486.6 eV) at a working pressure smaller than ⋅ − 7 10 8 bar. Depth profiling was carried out, using Ar ionbeam sputtering with 500 eV. The sputtering rate was equivalent to 0.26 nm/s on Ta 2 O 5 .
Results and discussion
The NMC batteries have been cycled at various currents at 40 and 60°C. Fig. 1a shows an example of a set of characterization curves at 60°C and corresponding extrapolated EMF curve. Fig. 1b shows an example of the development of the voltage discharge curves upon cycling at 1 C at 60°C. Both the capacity and voltage plateaus decrease upon cycling, indicating a decline of the discharge storage capacity and voltage degradation. Fig. 1c shows the corresponding extrapolated EMF curves at the indicated cycle numbers. Similar to the discharge curves, a contraction of the EMF curves upon cycling is also observed. Obviously, the voltage plateaus in the EMF curves are more distinguishable and at higher voltage levels than in the discharging curves, due to the overpotential contribution under current flowing conditions. The capacities extracted from both the discharge curves and EMF curves are defined as the discharge capacity (Q d t ) and maximum storage capacity (Q max t ), respectively. (1) and the irreversible capacity loss is calculated from
Obviously, the development of Q Δ ir is less significant than that of Q Δ app . Q Δ app includes the irreversible capacity loss and the capacity loss due to the battery polarization, i.e. impedance increases. The polarization (overpotential) of the battery is clearly influenced by the cycle number. More and more cyclable Li + ions cannot be extracted when the overpotential increases due to kinetic limitations. Therefore, only the irreversible capacity loss Q Δ ir is considered to be the "real" capacity loss in this work. Fig. 2a  and c) , the irreversible capacity loss at a certain cycle number increases with decreasing current (apart from the 1 C-rate results in Fig. 2a ). However, when Q Δ ir is plotted as a function of time ( Fig. 2b and d) , the irreversible capacity loss at a given cycling time increases with increasing current. These results indicate that both the cycle number and time influence the irreversible capacity loss.
In order to illustrate the individual contributions of cycle number and time on Q Δ ir , the 3D plotting approach proposed before has also been adopted in this case. Fig. 2e and f shows the development of ΔQ ir as a function of both cycle number and time at 40 and 60°C, respectively. The development of Q Δ ir in these two plots is very similar to the case of LFP batteries which has been discussed in detail before [29] .
The dependency on the cycle number is attributed to the cycling effect, inducing electrode volume fluctuations, thereby generating cracks in the SEI layers covering the graphite electrode. The SEI formation in these cracks additionally leads to irreversible capacity losses. The dependency on time is attributed to the continuous SEI growth on the SEIcovered graphite surface. The irreversible capacity loss caused by this part of SEI formation depends only on time. A more detailed study on how to distinguish between the individual contributions of cycle number and time can be found in Ref. [29] .
Apart from current, temperature is considered to be another important parameter which certainly influences the capacity loss. It can be seen from Fig. 2d that Q Δ ir is higher at 60°C when the cycling current is low, i.e. in the range of 0.1-0.5 C-rate. However, when the cycling current increases to 1 C, Q Δ ir becomes larger at 40°C. Fig. 3a shows an example of the development of the charging capacity (Q ch n ) and the discharging capacity (Q d n ) as a function of cycle number at 0.1 C-rate and 40°C. It can strikingly be seen that Q d n is always smaller than Q ch n while
presents the total amount of charge transferred from the cathode to the anode during charging, while Q d n represents the total amount of charge 
One explanation is that the internal resistance of the battery system is not stable, leading to fluctuating overpotentials, which influences the final charging cut-off current during the constant-voltage charging period. Another reason might be that there are some parasitic side reactions, e.g. electrolyte oxidation, which generate electrons at the cathode, leading to an increase of
In order to get a more in-depth understanding of the charging efficiency, three parameters are proposed. DCE is the discharge-charge efficiency, defined as the ratio between the discharge and charge capacities in the same cycle
Traditionally, DCE is denoted as the coulombic efficiency. On the other hand, CDE is the charge-discharge efficiency, defined as the ratio between the charge capacity and the discharge capacity in the previous cycle
The development of DCE and CDE is determined by the side-reactions at the anode and cathode, respectively. The total discharge efficiency (TDE) is defined as Fig. 3b shows the development of DCE, CDE and TDE as a function of cycle number at 0.3 C-rate at 60°C. Obviously, DCE is always smaller than 100%, indicating that the parasitic side reaction which is related to the Li + ion immobilization on the anode during charging. In contrast, CDE is, in most cases, larger than 100%, indicating that the processes occurring at the cathode, e.g., oxidation of the electrolyte, can release more charge during the charging [44] . One can observe that CDE converges towards 100% after long-term cycling, while DCE and TDE are not approach 100%, implying that the parasitic side reactions are not entirely suppressed. The parasitic reactions occurred at the anode and cathode lead to a series of problems, e.g., overpotential development, resistance increase, electrode capacity decay, etc. Fig. 4a shows the definitions of the voltage-related terminologies in a complete cycle. curves in order to make the shift of the β peak more visible. It can be seen that the shift of the β peak is negligible at low current (0.1C) at both 40 and 60°C. This shift at 60°C becomes more pronounced when the current increases to 0.5C. Obvious changes of the γ peak upon cycling is observed in Fig. 5c and f. It can be seen that the γ peak becomes indistinct upon cycling to almost disappear after 500 cycles.
A novel nondestructive approach to analyze the graphite degradation on the basis of dV dQ / EMF curves has recently been developed and applied for the investigation of the ageing process of LiFePO 4 -based Liion batteries [45] . In the present work this interesting approach is also applied to the present NMC chemistry. According to this approach, the peaks and depressions in the dV dQ / EMF curves can be attributed to the slopes and plateaus of the graphite electrode potential. The shift of the β peak with respect to α reflection indicates the degradation of the graphite electrode during cycling [39, 40] . Summarizing the above results it can be concluded that the graphite electrode degradation at 60°C is more severe than at 40°C, especially at higher currents. The change of the γ peak is attributed to the voltage slippage of the individual electrodes [46] . It can be concluded from Fig. 5c and f that both the anode and cathode degrade upon cycling at high currents (0.5C) at both 40 and 60°C. In order to unravel the detailed degradation mechanisms of the electrodes materials, postmortem XPS analyses have been carried out at both electrodes. Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the Ni2p (a), Mn2p (b) and Co2p (c) spectra of the dismantled graphite electrode (cycled with 0.5C at 60°C) after sputtering time t = 0 and 30 s. The signal for Ni 2p 3/2 (a) and Mn 2p 3/2 (b) can be clearly observed at the aged graphite surface (t = 0 s). The intensity of the Ni 2p 3/2 and Mn 2p 3/2 signal becomes even more significant after sputtering 30 s, indicating that both elements are concentrated in the bulk of the SEI layers. In contrast with Ni and Mn, the signal of Co is hardly observed either at surface or after sputtering, also for longer sputtering times up to 450 s. The deposition of transition metal ions at the anode will lead to blockage of the graphite layered structure and finally lead to a decline of the accessible anode storage capacity. Moreover, the observation that transition metal elements are present at the anode demonstrates that these chemical elements are dissolved from the cathode after ageing under severe conditions. Fig. 7a shows the evolution of the Ni2p spectra of the dismantled cathode electrode at two different sputtering times (t = 0 and 30s). At the cathode surface (sputtering time t = 0 s), two main peaks at 858.5 eV and 877.5 eV are clearly observed. The first peak at 858.5 eV is far deviated from the Ni2p 3/2 core peak of the lattice-Ni 2+ (854.7 eV)
or Ni 3+ (856.3 eV), but very close to the Ni2p 3/2 core line of NiF 2 reported in Ref. [47] . The rest peak at 877.5 eV is corresponding to the Ni2p 1/2 core level of NiF 2 compound. After sputtering 30 s, a wide shoulder peak at 855.3 eV appears beside the NiF 2 main peak. This shoulder peak is considered to be a composite signal of the lattice-Ni 2+ and Ni 3+ . Fig. 7b shows the evolution of the Mn2p spectra of the cathode at the two indicated sputtering times. At the cathode surface at sputtering time t = 0 s the signal of Mn2p is hardly observed. However, the intensity of Mn2p signal becomes very obvious after sputtering for 30 s. The binding energies at 642 eV and 653.5 eV in the spectra are attributed to the Mn 2p 3/2 and Mn 2p 1/2 core levels of Mn 4+ in the lattice structure. Mn remains inactive when the charging voltage is not extremely high, i.e. > 4.4 V, therefore the valence state of Mn remains constant in the active cathode material. Fig. 7c shows the evolution of the Co2p spectra of the cathode at both indicated sputtering times. Similarly to the case of the Mn2p spectra, Co2p is also invisible at the cathode surface at t = 0 s. After sputtering 30 s, a sharp peak at 780 eV appears, which is assigned to the Co 2p 3/2 core line. The satellite reflection appearing at 786.6 eV is considered to be a fingerprint indication of the Co 3+ ion [48] .
It can be concluded from the Ni2p spectra discussed in Fig. 7a that NiF 2 has been formed at the cathode surface. The formation of NiF 2 is considered to be the result of the interaction between the electrolyte and the active material. It is also possible that Ni 2+ dissolves from the surface of the cathode material into the electrolyte and then re-precipitates at the electrodes surface in the form of NiF 2 . The deposited NiF 2 species can form a layer with a considerable thickness at the cathode, therefore, the signal of the transition metals (Ni, Co, Mn) in the lattice structure cannot be detected. The spectra of Mn2p and Co2p discussed in Fig. 7b -c, respectively, further confirm the existence of a passivation layer at the cathode surface. The formation of NiF 2 may lead to cathode structure deformation. Moreover, the passivation layer, also known as the cathode-electrolyte-interface (CEI) layer, can significantly influence the performance of Li-ion batteries, e.g. reduce the cathode electrode capacity, enhance the battery polarization, retard the kinetics and lead to resistance increase, etc. [21, 49] . Electrolyte decomposition at the cathode may also contribute to the growth of the CEI layer. In order to have a more in-depth understanding of the composition of the CEI layer, the C1s, O1s and F1s spectra are also analyzed. Fig. 7d shows the development of C1s spectra at various indicated sputtering times. For the reason of clarity, only the curve at t = 60 s is deconvoluted. The peak at 284.6 eV is attributed to the C−C bond in carbon black. The peak at 286.1 eV is attributed to the C−O bond and that at 290.3 eV is attributed to C=O. The intensities of the C−O and C=O peaks decrease with respect to the intensity of the C−C peak upon sputtering. However, the intensities of these three components are still considerably high after sputtering 60 s due to the porous nature of the cathode. Fig. 7e shows the development of the O1s reflection of the aged cathode at various indicated sputtering times. Based on the intrinsic binding energies, three different O atoms have been identified. The peak at 529.9 eV is attributed to the lattice O (O−M) in the cathode material, the peak at 532 eV is attributed to C=O and that at 533.6 eV is attributed to O−C=O. The peak intensity of C=O and O−C=O is very strong at the cathode surface while the signal of lattice O (O−M) is completely invisible. After sputtering, some part of the surface components, e.g. Li 2 CO 3 and other electrolyte decomposition products, are removed. Consequently, the intensity of the C=O and O−C=O reflections decrease. Meanwhile, more and more O (O−M) is exposed to the surface, and the intensity of (O−M) peak therefore rapidly increases. Combining the discussion of Figs. 7d-8b, it can be concluded that the carbonate-related Li salts are part of the CEI layer. Fig. 7f shows the evolution of F1s spectra of the aged cathode. Obviously, two different F atoms can be identified in the spectra. The peak at 685.2 eV is attributed to F − and that at 687.3 eV is attributed to C−F. The intensity of C−F peak decreases with increasing sputtering time, however, no significant intensity change is observed for F − after sputtering. C−F is considered to originate from the binder (PVdF) and the F − anion is attributed to NiF 2 and/or LiF compounds. The intensity decline of the C−F peak can be explained by the decrease of the binder after sputtering. However, the amount of F − anion seems to be increased after sputtering since the intensity of F − slightly enhanced with respect to the C−F peak. This striking phenomena indicates that the distribution of F − anions (i.e. NiF 2 ) is preferably located close to the active materials.
In general, the degradation mechanisms of NMC electrodes are different from those of the LFP electrodes investigated before [27, 29, 50] . The LFP electrode is generally considered to be stable at moderate temperature (< 40°C) and metal dissolution process only occurs significantly at elevated temperatures (e.g. at 60°C). The NMC electrode degradation is, however, more complicated. Transition metal dissolution from NMC electrode can occur at even lower temperature, e.g. at 30°C [51, 52] or room temperature [35, 53] . Jang et al. further found that the metal dissolution process is also influenced by the electrode potentials [54] . Apart from metal dissolution, metal ion reprecipitation is another competitive process, which may occur at the cathode. Fig. 8 illustrates the main degradation mechanisms of NMC electrodes. Similar to LFP batteries, Li salt decomposition is facilitated by the existence of residual water in the electrolyte (Fig. 8a) . The corresponding chemical reactions can be described by
The formed HF will be dissociated into H + and F − , according to
As shown by Fig. 8b , the bonds of O-Li and O-M (M = Ni, Co, Mn) collapse after frequent attacks of proton ions. The released O anion will immediately combine with H + due to the high affinity of the O atom for H + ions, forming water. Simultaneously, the transition metal cation is liberated and released to electrolyte, leading to electrode dissolution. These processes can be represented by.
where R represents the residual composition of the host material. The dissolved Ni cations can be further transferred to the anode and subsequently reduced and deposited at the anode surface, which has been confirmed by the XPS analyses of Fig. 6 . Ni 2+ ions can also be precipitated onto the cathode surface by combining with F − anions, thereby forming the so-called CathodeElectrolyte-Interface (CEI) layer. The NiF 2 formation reaction is schematically shown by Fig. 8c . This precipitation reaction can simultaneously occur with the dissolution processes (b). This combined dissolution and precipitation reaction can be represented by
Note that Ni 2+ ions can also be deposited at the anode surface when the concentration of F − in the electrolyte is sufficiently high. It can be concluded from both Fig. 8b and c that H + is the driving force, leading to cathode degradation. The concentration of H + is, however, not influenced by the cathode degradation reactions (Eqs. (9) and (10)) since the formed water can be converted into H + again by the Li-salt decomposition reactions (Eqs. (6)- (8)). Therefore, the residual water in the electrolyte can be considered to be an auto-catalyst for cathode degradation. In contrast, F − ions are consumed in the course of both Fig. 8a and c, which leads to the consumption of PF 6 ions and, consequently, to electrolyte degradation due to replacement of LiPF 6 by LiF and POF 3 . Apparently the newly formed CEI is not significantly resistive to the diffusion of H + and F − ions at the surface of the cathode material.
It is worthwhile to note that there are also some other side-reactions occurring at the cathode, such as the oxidation of electrolyte components, which lead to the formation of carbonate-related compounds. These compounds are also observed by the XPS analyses shown in Fig. 7d-f . Moreover, these oxidation reactions allow the cathode to gain extra electrons during the charging processes [44] , which lead to CDE larger than 100%.
Conclusions
The EMF curves of NMC(111) batteries have been regularly determined by mathematical extrapolation of the measured voltage discharge curves. The maximum storage capacities, which have been accurately determined from the EMF curves, have been systematically investigated as a function of time and cycle number at various cycling currents and temperatures. It is found that the capacity loss increases with temperature and current. The charge-discharge efficiency is always found larger than 100% while discharge-charge efficiency is lower than 100% in the present NMC system. Parasitic side-reactions, occurring at the cathode and anode, are considered to be responsible for the behavior of these efficiencies. Those parasitic reactions strongly influence the battery overpotential, the resistance and the individual electrode storage capacities.
The dV dQ / EMF curves calculated from the corresponding EMF curves have been investigated. dV dQ / EMF analysis provides an efficient way to accurately determine the individual electrode capacity degradation. The changes of the peaks observed from the dV dQ / EMF curves can be used to determine the anode material decay and voltage slippage effect. Transition metal dissolution and structure transformation are considered to be the main cathode degradation mechanisms. The XPS analyses on the anode have confirmed the deposition of transitionmetal elements, such as Ni and Mn at the graphite electrode, indicating dissolution of these chemical elements from the cathode. Furthermore, XPS analyses of the cathode have confirmed the existence of the CEI layer. The outer CEI layer is composed of various compounds, such as carbonate-related Li salts, LiF and NiF 2 , etc., while the inner CEI layer is preferably composed of fluoride-related compounds, such as NiF 2 .
